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Serialization is not a simple undertaking. New regulatory rules and the required
processes will impact your entire organization, including IT, R&D, warehouse,
manufacturing, supply chain, and distribution, as well as how you interact with
partners and vendors. The LSPediA Serialization Toolkit is built on industry best
practices and can be deployed at your organization as a customizable template,
regardless of which country you operate in. That means every stakeholder in every
line of business can be equipped, trained, and prepared to implement a
serialization process within your company.

PRODUCT FEATURES
This toolkit provides all of the crucial information on regulations, strategy, line
execution, CMO management, and employee training required to get your business
up to speed on Serialization. By utilizing this toolkit, you are guided by the industry
best practice in implementing serialization.

Regulations

Strategy

Packaging

•Regulations in English
•Impact Analysis

•Gap Analysis
•Strategy & Roadmap
•IT Infrastructure

•Label Template
•Serialization Master Data
•Packaging Guide

Line Execution

CMOs

Training

•Implementation Plan
•Project Plan
•SOPs

•GTIN & Numbers Mgmt
•CMO Spec
•Compliance Checklist

•Videos
•Webinars
•Online Training

BENEFITS
It’s crucial to invest in a comprehensive solution that ensures scalability, can be
customized to meet specific needs within your organization, and is backed up by an
industry professional who can answer your questions and serve your needs.
The LSPediA Serialization Toolkit brings many benefits:
•
•
•

Lower overall serialization spending by reducing the number of redesigns
– the Serialization Toolkit ensures you get it right the first time
Mitigate compliance risks with comprehensive, gapless coverage tailored
to your specific needs
Shorten your project timeline by removing trial-and-error process

If you want smarter implementation, faster onboarding, and complete control of
your serialization effort, contact LSPediA today. We’ll discuss how we can
customize a toolkit that fits your organization’s needs.
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“LSpediA brought in a
methodology, a
foundation so that
we can built upon
what we had; also to
seek solutions we
may or may not
thought on our own.
we have come a very
long way since we
engaged LSpediA in
this project. We
would not be
anywhere near the
goals that we have
set for ourselves as
far as
implementation
goes.”
-

Joseph Barna, CFO
Kowa Pharmaceuticals

